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Abstract
In this article, by a nonstandard ﬁnite-diﬀerence-θ (NSFD-θ ) method we study the
dynamics of a discrete red blood cell survival model. Firstly, the linear stability of the
model is discussed. It is found that the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation exists when the
delay passes a sequence of critical values. Then the explicit algorithm for determining
the direction of the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation and the stability of the bifurcating
periodic solutions are derived by using the normal form method and center manifold
theorem. Our results show the NSFD-θ method could inherit the Hopf bifurcation
and the asymptotically stability for suﬃciently small step-size h = 1/m, wherem is a
positive integer. In particular, for θ = 0, 1/2, 1 the results hold for any step-size h = 1/m.
Finally, numerical examples are provided to illustrate the theoretical results.
Keywords: nonstandard ﬁnite-diﬀerence-θ (NSFD-θ ) method; delay;
Neimark-Sacker bifurcation; Hopf bifurcation
1 Introduction
In order to describe the survival of red blood cells in animal, Wazewska-Czyzewska and
Lasota [] proposed the following autonomous functional diﬀerential equation:
dx
dt = –ax(t) + be
–cx(t–τ ), (.)
where a ∈ (, ), b, c, τ ∈ (,∞). Here x(t) denotes the number of red blood cells at time t,
a is the probability of death of a red blood cell, b and c are positive constants related to the
production of red blood cells per unit time, and τ is the time required to produce a red
blood cell. A great deal of research has been devoted to the asymptotic behavior, periodic
solutions, global attractivity, and other properties of this model.
The bifurcations of continuous-timemodel have been discussed in [–]. But due to sci-
entiﬁc computation and simulation, our interest is focused on the behavior of discrete dy-
namical system corresponding to (.). It is desired that the discrete-timemodel is ‘dynam-
ically consistent’ with the continuous-time model. In [–], for many numerical meth-
ods, e.g. Runge-Kutta methods and linear multistep methods, it has been proved that they
could retain the local stability and the Hopf bifurcation for some delay diﬀerential equa-
tions and integro-diﬀerential equations.
© 2015 Wang; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
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In [, ],Wulf and Ford showed that, if applying the Euler forwardmethod to solve the
delay diﬀerential equation, then the discrete scheme is ‘dynamically consistent.’ It means
that for all suﬃciently small step-sizes the discrete model undergoes a Hopf bifurcation of
the same type as the originalmodel. TheNSFD scheme [–] tries to preserve the signif-
icant properties of their continuous analogs and consequently gives reliable numerical re-
sults. In [], by the θ -method Tian investigated the stability properties for the solution of
delay diﬀerential equations. In [] by using the Euler method a discrete red blood cell sur-
vival model has been discussed. In this paper, we apply a nonstandard ﬁnite-diﬀerence-θ
(NSFD-θ ) method to discretize the red blood cell survival model (.) with delay. The
NSFD-θ scheme is a combination of the NSFD scheme and the θ method. So we construct
a more general NSFD scheme for model (.). We obtain the consistent dynamical results
of the corresponding continuous-timemodel by the NSFD-θ method for suﬃciently small
step-size. In particular, for θ = , /,  the results hold for any step-size.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , we analyze the distribution of the charac-
teristic equation associated with the discrete red blood cell survival model, and we obtain
the existence of the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. In Section , the direction and stability
of periodic solutions bifurcating from the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of the discrete red
blood cell model are determined by using the theories of discrete systems. In the ﬁnal
section, some computer simulations are performed to illustrate the analytical results.
2 Stability analysis
Let u(t) = x(τ t). Then (.) can be rewritten as
du





has the general solution u(t) = C¯e–aτ t . We consider a step-size of the form h = /m, where
m ∈ Z+. The solution can be written as




This is an exact ﬁnite-diﬀerence numerical method,





= –aτu(t)  – e
–aτh
aτ .
Employ the NSFD-θ method to (.) and choose the ‘denominator function’ φ as
φ(h) =  – e
–aτh
aτ . (.)
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It yields the diﬀerence equation






( – θ )e–cun–m + θe–cun+–m
]
. (.)
One can see that if u∗ is a ﬁxed point to (.), then u∗ satisﬁes
au∗ = be–cu∗ . (.)
Set yn = un – u∗. Then yn satisﬁes








( – θ )e–c(yn–m+u∗) + θe–c(yn–m++u∗)
]
. (.)
Introducing a new variable Yn = (yn, yn–, . . . , yn–m)T , we can rewrite (.) as
Yn+ = F(Yn, τ ), (.)





e–aτhyn–k + (e–aτh – )u∗
+ b(–e–aτh)a [( – θ )e–c(yn–m–k+u∗) + θe–c(yn–m+–k+u∗)], k = ,
yn–k+, k = , , . . . ,m.
(.)
Clearly the origin is a ﬁxed point of map (.), and the linear part of map (.) is









e–aτh  · · ·  –cu∗( – e–aτh)θ –cu∗( – e–aτh)( – θ )
  · · ·   
  · · ·   
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
  · · ·   








whose characteristic equation is








( – θ ) = . (.)
Lemma  All roots of (.) have modulus less than one for suﬃciently small τ > .
Proof For τ = , (.) becomes
λm+ – λm = .
The equation has anm-fold root λ =  and a simple root λ = .
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= –ha( + cu∗) < .
Consequently, all roots of (.) lie in |λ| <  for suﬃciently small τ > . 
Lemma  For any step-size h, if cu∗ < , then (.) has no root with modulus one for all
τ > .
Proof ANeimark-Sacker bifurcation occurs when two roots of the characteristic equation
(.) cross the unit circle. We have to ﬁnd values of τ such that there exist roots on the
unit circle. The roots on the unit circle are given by eiw,w ∈ (–π ,π ]. Since we are dealing
with a real polynomial, complex roots occur in complex conjugate pairs and we have only
to look for w ∈ (,π ]. For w ∈ (,π ], eiw is a root of (.) if and only if












cos(m + )ω – e–aτh cosmω + cu∗( – e–aτh)θ cosω
+ cu∗( – e–aτh)( – θ ) = ,
sin(m + )ω – e–aτh sinmω + cu∗( – e–aτh)θ sinω = .
(.)
Therefore
cosω =  + ( – e
–aτh)( – (cu∗))
[e–aτh + θ ( – θ )(cu∗( – e–aτh))]
. (.)
If cu∗ < , then cosw > , which yields a contradiction. So (.) has no root with modulus
one for all τ > . 




 + ( – e
–aτh)( – (cu∗))
[e–aτh + θ ( – θ )(cu∗( – e–aτh))]
)
+ kπ ,





where [·] denotes the greatest integer function. It is clear that there exists a sequence of
the time delay parameters τk satisfying (.) according to ω = ωk .
Let λi(τ ) = ri(τ )eiwi(τ ) be a root of (.) near τ = τi satisfying ri(τi) =  and wi(τi) = wi.
We have the following result.







Particularly, if θ = , /, , the above results hold for any step-size h.
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Proof From (.), we obtain
λm = ( – e
–aτh)(–cu∗)(θλ +  – θ )












C +D , (.)
where
A = θ cos(w) + ( – θ ) cosw – ( – θ ),
B = θ sin(w) + ( – θ ) sinw,
C = α cos(w) – βcosw + γ ,




(m + )( – θ ) + θ exp(–aτh)( –m)
]
,
γ = –m( – θ ) exp(–aτh),
AC + BD = (θα + θγ – α) cosw – (θ – )(α + β + γ ) cosw + (θ – )β + α – γ .






= λdλdτ + λ
dλ
dτ > . (.)









(m +  +me–aτh)( – cosw)
C +D > , (.)








.m sinw( + e–aτh)
C +D > , (.)









( – cosw)(m +me–aτh)
C +D > . (.)
Therefore, if θ = , /, , the results hold for any step-size h. This completes the proof.

Theorem  For system (.), the following statements are true:
(i) If cu∗ < , then u = u∗ is asymptotically stable for any τ > .
(ii) If cu∗ > , then u = u∗ is asymptotically stable for τ ∈ (, τ), and unstable for τ > τ.
Equation (.) undergoes a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation at u∗ when τ = τi, for
i = , , , . . . , [m– ].
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Proof (i) If cu∗ < , from Lemmas  and , we know that (.) has no root with modulus
one for all τ > . Applying Corollary . in [], all roots of (.) have modulus less than
one for all τ > . The conclusion follows.
(ii) If cu∗ > , applying Lemma , we know that all roots of (.) have modulus less than
one when τ ∈ (, τ), and (.) has at least a couple of roots with modulus greater than
one when τ > τ. The conclusion follows. 
Remark  According to the conclusions of Theorem , we have results that are consistent
with those for the corresponding continuous-time model (see []).
3 Direction and stability of the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation in discrete model
In the previous section, we obtained conditions for Neimark-Sacker bifurcation to occur
when τ = τi, for i = , , , . . . , [m– ]. In this section we study the direction of the Neimark-
Sacker bifurcation and the stability of the bifurcating periodic solutions when τ = τ, using
techniques from normal form and center manifold theory [–].
Denote









( – θ )e–c(yn–m+u∗) + θe–c(yn–m++u∗)
]
.
Since G(, , , ) =  and Gyn+ (, , , ) =  > , by the implicit function theory, there
exists a function yn+ = y˜(yn, yn–m+, yn–m) satisfyingG(y˜(yn, yn–m+, yn–m), yn, yn–m+, yn–m) =
 and



















( – θ )e–cyn–m .
Therefore
∂ y˜(, , )
∂yn
= e–aτh,













( – θ ).
In the sequence, we can calculate all the second-order and third-order partial derivatives
of y˜ with respect to yn, yn–m+ and yn–m at (, , ), respectively. So, we can rewrite map
(.) as















c(Yn,Yn,Yn), , . . . , 
)T .
Here B(φ,ψ) and C(φ,ψ ,η) are symmetric multilinear vector functions of φ,ψ ,η ∈Cm+.



















in which g(ξ ) = y˜(ξl, ξm, ξm+) for ξ ∈Cm+.
Let q = q(τ) ∈Cm+ be an eigenvector of A corresponding to eiw , then
Aq = eiwq, Aq = e–iwq.
We also introduce an adjoint eigenvector q∗ = q∗(τ ) ∈Cm+ having the properties
ATq∗ = e–iwq∗, ATq∗ = eiwq∗,
and satisfying the normalization 〈q∗,q〉 = , where 〈q∗,q〉 =∑mi= q∗i qi.
Lemma  Deﬁne a vector valued function q :C−→Cm+ by
p(ξ ) =
(
ξm, ξm–, . . . , 
)T .
If ξ is an eigenvalue of A, then Ap(ξ ) = ξp(ξ ).







eimw , ei(m–)w , . . . , eiw , 
)T . (.)
Lemma Suppose q∗ = (q∗,q∗ , . . . ,q∗m)T is the eigenvector of AT corresponding to the eigen-
value e–iw , and 〈q∗,q〉 = . Then
q∗ = K
( ei(m–)w
e–iw – e–aτh , e
i(m–)w , ei(m–)w , . . . , eiw , eiw , –cu∗( – e




where am = e–aτh, a = –cu∗( – e–aτh)( – θ ), and a = –cu∗( – e–aτh)θ are the coeﬃcients
of λ in the characteristic equation (.), and
K =
[
m –  + –cu∗( – e
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amq∗ + q∗ = zq∗,
q∗k = zq∗k–, k = , , . . . ,m – ,
aq∗ + q∗m = zq∗m–,
aq∗ = zq∗m.
(.)
Let q∗m– = eiw , by the normalization 〈q∗,q〉 =  and direct computation, the lemma fol-
lows. 
Let Tcenter denote a real eigenspace corresponding to e±iw , which is two-dimensional
and is spanned by {Re(q), Im(q¯)}, andTstable be a real eigenspace corresponding to all eigen-
values of AT , other than e±iw , which is (m – )-dimensional [].
All vectors x ∈Rm+ can be decomposed as
x = vq + v¯q¯ + y,
where v ∈ C, vq + v¯q¯ ∈ Tcenter, and y ∈ Tstable. The complex variable v can be viewed as a














Let a(λ) be characteristic polynomial of A and λ = eiw , following the algorithms in []































































+ g . (.)











θeiw (θeiw +  – θ )
a(eiw ) + 
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Thus applying the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation theorem [], the stability of the closed
invariant curve can be summarized as follows.
Theorem  If cu∗ > , then u = u∗ is asymptotically stable for any τ ∈ [, τ) and unstable
for τ > τ.Anattracting (repelling) invariant closed curve exists for τ > τ if[e–iwC(τ)] <
 (> ).
4 Numerical simulations
Thepurpose of this section is to test the results in Sections  and  by examples. Let a = .,
b = , c = ., then u∗ = .. cu∗ ≈  >  is satisﬁed. We compute the bifurcation
points and direction of bifurcation at the ﬁxed point of the numerical solutions of (.)
with the NSFD-θ method (.) for some step-size. The results refer to Figures -.
Firstly, let us see θ = . We obtain h = /, τ = .; h = /, τ = .; h = /,
τ = .. The numerical solution refers to Figure .
Secondly, let θ = /. We obtain h = /, τ = .; h = /, τ = .; h = /,
τ = .. The numerical solution is shown in Figure .
Thirdly, we test θ = /. We obtain h = /, τ = .; h = /, τ = .; h = /,
τ = .. The numerical solution refers to Figure .
Figure 1 The numerical solution of (1.1) with the NSFD-θ method corresponding to θ = 0, h = 1/10.
(a) τ = 2.25 and (b) τ = 2.32.
Figure 2 The numerical solution of (1.1) with the NSFD-θ method corresponding to θ = 1/4, h = 1/10.
(a) τ = 2.32 and (b) τ = 2.4.
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Figure 3 The numerical solution of (1.1) with the NSFD-θ method corresponding to θ = 1/2, h = 1/10.
(a) τ = 2.4 and (b) τ = 2.45.
Figure 4 The numerical solution of (1.1) with the NSFD-θ method corresponding to θ = 1, h = 1/10.
(a) τ = 2.45 and (b) τ = 2.55.
Finally, let θ = . We have h = /, τ = .; h = /, τ = .; h = /, τ =
.. The numerical solution is in Figure .
At the same time, by the Euler method we compute h = /, τ = .; h = /, τ =
.; h = /, τ = .. The numerical solution is in Figure .
We see that there exists a sequence of τi, and with the increasing ofm, τ asymptotically
converges to τ = ., which is the true value.
When θ = , /, /, , we obtain Figures -. From the above analysis and Figures -,
one comes to a better conclusion for θ = / than the other values by means of describing
approximately the dynamics of the original system with the same step-size. Through Fig-
ure  we could argue that the NSFD-θ method is better than the Euler method by means
of describing approximately the dynamics of the original system with the same step-size.
5 Conclusions
From the above analysis we could draw the biological conclusions. We can ﬁnd that the
delay does not inﬂuence the system’s stability when the coeﬃcients of the system satisfy
the condition cu∗ < . But when the coeﬃcients of system satisfy the condition cu∗ > ,
for a small delay the positive ﬁxed point of system is stable, the number of red blood cells
reaches an equilibrium.With the increasing of the delay (the critical point τ), the positive
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Figure 5 The numerical solution of (1.1) with the Euler method corresponding to h = 1/10. (a) τ = 2
and (b) τ = 2.2.
ﬁxed point loses its stability and a family of periodic solutions occurs, the number of red
blood cells oscillates around the unstable equilibrium. In real life, wewill try to control τ so
that it does not exceed the critical point τ. Therefore it can produce a stable system. These
results are very useful to the biologists. The existence of a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation
shows the periodic oscillatory behavior of the discrete red blood cell survival system.
It is noted that system (.) is a delay diﬀerential equation, making it an impossible task
to obtain its analytical solutions to study its qualitative properties; therefore it is necessary
to solve numerical solutions or approximate solutions of system (.) according to diﬀer-
ent discrete diﬀerence schemes. It is common to change a continuous dynamical system
into a discrete-time dynamical system. However, the derived diﬀerence equation will be
acceptable only if it preserves the dynamical feature of the continuous-time models. In
this paper, through the NSFD-θ method, we obtain general results. Our results show the
NSFD-θ method could inherit the Hopf bifurcation and the asymptotically stability for
suﬃciently small step-size. In particular, for θ = , /,  the results hold for any step-size.
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